
 

Deceitful Desi Boyz is a Hindi-Hindi dubbed movie released by Dharma Productions and produced by Aryan Jalaal. The film is
a romantic comedy that stars real life friends and co-stars of the Punjabi music video "Dil Teri Gal". It revolves around three
college boys who resort to petty thievery in order to purchase iPods for their girlfriends. The Hindi-Hindi dubbed 720p movies
are free, so you can now watch Deceitful Desi Boyz as many times as you like with no hassle. Watch it now on Dhemovies. The
original iTunes version of 'Dil Teri Gal' is sung by the duo of Pritam and Siddharth, with music provided by Pritam. The Hindi
version of 'Dil Teri Gal' trailer was released on Dec 15, 2011. The following table shows the list of songs featured in this movie.
The song's duration is given in seconds. The albums for this movie are Songspk, T-Series and Hungama. The Hindi dubbed
movies are FREE so you can now watch Deceitful Desi Boyz as many times as you like with no hassle. Watch it now on
Dhemovies. The original iTunes version of 'Dil Teri Gal' is sung by the duo of Pritam and Siddharth, with music provided by
Pritam. The Hindi version of 'Dil Teri Gal' trailer was released on Dec 15, 2011. The following table shows the list of songs
featured in this movie. The song's duration is given in seconds. The albums for this movie are iTunes, Hungama and T-Series. 

Deceitful Desi Boyz had a moderate success at the box office breaking the collection of older Bollywood movies which debuted
on December 6th 2010. The following table shows the collections of Deceitful Desi Boyz after its debut in the box office. The
movie premiered on 300+ screens in India covering major cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai amongst others. The
film was released in India and overseas on 300+ screens in India covering major cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and
Chennai amongst others. The film also had a screening in United States.

The movie was the last release by the legendary Bollywood actor Pran before his death on 23rd February 2011 (Eid 2011) at age
84. The movie released with high expectations and the movie was expected to cross the lukewarm weekend opening of Hissss
and gross even more than Golmaal 3. Even though the film started off to an average start it showed good jump throughout the
day. The film's collections were significantly higher than Hissss, which had a younger audience compared to Deceitful Desi
Boyz that had a mixed audience. The following table shows the collections of Deceitful Desi Boyz after its debut in the box
office. The movie won critical acclaim amongst both critics and audiences who watched it worldwide.

The movie was released to positive reviews from critics worldwide.
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